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Golden Desert Speech and Debate

Social Problem
Health and well-being of kids
Consistent issue that changes a little

Service Learning Experience
I served my community by judging tournaments for Golden Desert Speech and Debate. I have learned a lot because I did the same events in high school seeing how it is from the alternate perspective. Great experience with this organization, will continue to work with them after the semester is over. The pros were listening to the talented students and the speeches they prepared and worked so hard on. The cons to being a judge would be the waiting time in between events because you must be selected. Judging exceeded my expectations because I am somewhat familiar with the process and it was a lot of fun.

Difference Making and Future
I made a difference for the sight by wanting to help a great cause. Volunteering helps create a chance of happiness for someone else and that’s what I gain from it. My goal for the future is to get more volunteers to help judge these events which will in turn give the kids more motivation to do well.